Regional ventricular wall thickening reflects changes in cardiac fiber and sheet structure during contraction: quantification with diffusion tensor MRI.
Dynamic changes of myocardial fiber and sheet structure are key determinants of regional ventricular function. However, quantitative characterization of the contraction-related changes in fiber and sheet structure has not been reported. The objective of this study was to quantify cardiac fiber and sheet structure at selected phases of the cardiac cycle. Diffusion tensor MRI was performed on isolated, perfused Sprague-Dawley rat hearts arrested or fixed in three states as follows: 1) potassium arrested (PA), which represents end diastole; 2) barium-induced contracture with volume (BV+), which represents isovolumic contraction or early systole; and 3) barium-induced contracture without volume (BV-), which represents end systole. Myocardial fiber orientations at the base, midventricle, and apex were determined from the primary eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor. Sheet structure was determined from the secondary and tertiary eigenvectors at the same locations. We observed that the transmural distribution of the myofiber helix angle remained unchanged as contraction proceeded from PA to BV+, but endocardial and epicardial fibers became more longitudinally orientated in the BV- group. Although sheet structure exhibited significant regional variations, changes in sheet structure during myocardial contraction were relatively uniform across regions. The magnitude of the sheet angle, which is an index of local sheet slope, decreased by 23 and 44% in BV+ and BV- groups, respectively, which suggests more radial orientation of the sheet. In summary, we have shown for the first time that geometric changes in both sheet and fiber orientation provide a substantial mechanism for radial wall thickening independent of active components due to myofiber shortening. Our results provide direct evidence that sheet reorientation is a primary determinant of myocardial wall thickening.